In memory of comrade Tekoşer Pilîng (Lorenzo Orsetti)
The 18th of march, the anarchist internationalist Lorenzo Orsetti fell martyr during liberation
operations in Bahoz. As other revolutionairy internationalists who became immortal, like Ivana
Hoffmann Anna Campbell, Alina Sanchez, Samuel Prada Leon, Oliver Le Clainche, Haukur
Hilmarsson, he came to defend the revolutionary process in Rojava.
His love for oppressed peoples, for justice and equality, pushed our comrade Tekoşer to fight, with a
weapon in his hand, against the reactionairy groups of FSA which are allied to the fascist turkish
state and the obscurantists of DAESH.
Heval Tekoşer joined us at TIKKO before the Afrin war began. When the invasion by the turkish
state began, he immediately signed up voluntarily to fight against the enemy and to defend the
revolution.
In the battle of Afrin he showed his great courage and he fought until the end of the battle. Heval
Tekoşer stayed in our headquarter until december when he decided to join the front in Deir-ez-Zor.
There he resisted to several attacks by the enemies and he once more showed his devotion for the
antifascist struggle. The local commanders even called us to tell us how heroic he was fighting.
In January, after several deployments to the front in Deir-ez-Zor, he told us that he wants to join the
organisation Tekoşina Anarşist. We respected his anarchist identity and we also always had good
relations with this organisation, so we respected his choice.
He joined the front in Bahoz in early march as a member of Tekoşina Anarşist. On the 18 th of march
DAESH made a big attack on the positions of SDF, where also Heval Tekoşer was fighting
alongside of other internationalists, who are with TIKKO. There he fell as martyr after several hours
of confrontations and resistance.
During his stay in Rojava Heval Tekoşer dedicated a lot of time and energy to communication. In
the interviews he gave, he brought forward current and substantial analyses. He thus allowed to
many people to get a better understanding of the real situation here in Rojava. He also showed the
contradictions of the ongoing revolutionairy process. He gave his skills in communication to the
service of the revolution. He understood the people and pushed and criticised our outdated pratiques
in communication to permit to reach broader masses with the ideas of the democratisation process
in Rojava.
We ask to all the comrades who hear that message, to show solidarity. Soldarity is a weapon which
we need to strenghten especially nowadays in the current situation of the international revolutionary
movement. To commemorate Heval Tekoşer (Lorenzo Orsetti) means to keep in mind, for what he
fell. It means to continue his fight for justice, equality and unity between revolutionairies, a fight
which he fought daily.
When a comrade falls in a battle, this does not weaken us. But it strengthens us and leads us to fight
against fascism and against capitalism with a greater determination. Lorenzo lives on in our
memories and especially in our fights.
The martyrs are immortal, şehid namirin!
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